Basic Pricing Information on the Dean Bible Ministries June 6-19, 2023 Israel Trip
I know that the main thing many of you wish to know is the cost. One reason I was delayed in getting
information out is trying to get the best deal I could without sacrificing comfort or quality. I have compared this
with some other trips, and we are in line. The basic difference is that our is priced from Houston IAH and others
price from Newark. Those of you who do not wish to fly out of Houston because you are not in Texas will need
to let us know so we can adjust the price and make it to/from Newark and you will need to cover your own
transportation costs to/from Newark.
The quotes are per person, double occupancy. Since I cannot predict how many we will have, I give the cost
based on the number who sign up to go.
Based on 20 paying passenger
Based on 25 paying passenger
Based on 30 paying passenger
Based on 35 paying passenger
Based on 40 paying passenger

$5792
$5569
$5452
$5342
$5265

*For a single supplement (those not sharing a room) an additional $1524
**We have reserved 6 seats in Premium Plus for an additional $2054 per person. These are first come, first
served. If you want this you will need to let us know ASAP.
***Deposit: There will be a $300.00 NON-REFUNDABLE deposit. This is new, but something our travel agent
is insisting upon. PLEASE do not send this in until after 1 Jan 2023, for our accounting purposes. Fifty percent
of the remainder will be due on 1 February, and the remaining balance by 30 April.
(1)

HOTELS:
1 night at Ramada Hadera Hotel on HB – no connection to Ramada USA
3 nights at Nof Ginosar Hotel on HB
7 nights at Dan Panorama Hotel in Jerusalem on HB

HB = Half Board, includes full Israeli Breakfast plus buffet dinners at hotels.
(2)

MEALS OTHER THAN HOTELS LISTED IN “HOTELS” ABOVE:
Farewell dinner at Abu Gosh on evening of departure from Tel Aviv

(3)

SIGHTSEEING:
11 days sightseeing (1 free day in Jerusalem) in most modern deluxe air-conditioned coach, with services of
English-speaking licensed tour guide.
.NOT INCLUDED IN QUOTES:
(i)
Lunches unless specifically mentioned as included
(ii) Expenses of a personal nature, such as laundry, beverages, tel calls, etc
(iii) Anything not specifically mentioned as “included” in our quote.
To make an initial reservation for this trip of a lifetime, please email Connie at cjs.balthrop@gmail.com with the
names of your traveling party plus any special needs you might have (such as dietary or health issues, flying
from a location other than IAH (Houston), etc.).

